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Abstract: Correlative microscopy approaches offer synergistic solutions to many research problems. One such
combination, that has been studied in limited detail, is the use of atom probe tomography (APT) and transmission
Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) on the same tip specimen. By combining these two powerful microscopy techniques,
the microstructure of important engineering alloys can be studied in greater detail. For the ﬁrst time, the accuracy
of crystallographic measurements made using APT will be independently veriﬁed using TKD. Experimental data
from two atom probe tips, one a nanocrystalline Al–0.5Ag alloy specimen collected on a straight ﬂight-path atom
probe and the other a high purity Mo specimen collected on a reﬂectron-ﬁtted instrument, will be compared. We
ﬁnd that the average minimum misorientation angle, calculated from calibrated atom probe reconstructions with
two different pole combinations, deviate 0.7° and 1.4°, respectively, from the TKD results. The type of atom probe
and experimental conditions appear to have some impact on this accuracy and the reconstruction and
measurement procedures are likely to contribute further to degradation in angular resolution. The challenges and
implications of this correlative approach will also be discussed.
Key words: atom probe tomography, transmission Kikuchi diffraction, crystallography, misorientation,
grain boundary

I NTRODUCTION
Atom probe tomography (APT) enables the position and
chemical identity of millions of individual atoms to be
reconstructed in three dimensions (3D) and has one of the
highest analytical spatial resolutions of any microanalysis
technique currently available (Miller et al., 1996). It is
therefore ideal for looking at the 3D nanostructure of
materials, such as studying the chemistry and topography of
individual interfaces (Gault et al., 2012b; Larson et al., 2013;
Miller & Forbes, 2014). A small, needle-shaped specimen,
with an tip radius of <100 nm, is held at cryogenic temperatures. It is then exposed to a standing voltage and an
additional voltage or laser pulse to enable the evaporation of
individual ions from the surface of the tip toward a position
sensitive detector. The recorded time-of ﬂight permits the
mass-to-charge ratio of each ion to be calculated, whereas the
detected co-ordinates and the sequence of evaporation
enable the original ion positions to be reconstructed in 3D,
through a back projection algorithm.
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The spatial resolution is sometimes high enough that
individual lattice planes within crystalline materials can be
detected. This has enabled the emergence of atom probe
crystallographic studies (Vurpillot et al., 2001; Moody et al.,
2009; Gault et al., 2012a), which facilitate calibration of the
reconstruction and advanced reconstruction approaches
such as lattice rectiﬁcation (Vurpillot et al., 2003; Moody
et al., 2014; Breen et al., 2015), as well as the opportunity to
fully deﬁne the crystallographic nature of individual grain
boundaries and compare this directly to interfacial chemistry
(Araullo-Peters et al., 2012; Yao, et al., 2013). It is possible
to conduct chemico-textural orientation mapping at
resolutions otherwise not available (Yen et al., 2015; He et al.,
2016). However, there remain signiﬁcant limitations and
challenges with this avenue of APT analysis. Currently, it is
difﬁcult to do the required calculations with commercially
available software and therefore usually requires the user to
have some programming experience. Crystallographic
information can often be difﬁcult to detect, depending
on the type of material being analyzed and the experimental
conditions being used. Also, there has never been any
veriﬁcation from an independent technique to assess the
accuracy of the crystallographic measurements being made.
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Transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) in the
scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Keller & Geiss, 2012;
Trimby, 2012) offers a fast and convenient means of collecting complementary crystallographic information on
atom probe specimens. Also known as transmission electron
back-scattered diffraction (t-EBSD), it offers signiﬁcant
improvements in lateral spatial resolution compared with
conventional EBSD. The technique works by passing the
primary electron beam through the sample and analyzing the
transmitted diffracted electrons on a standard EBSD detector. The lateral spatial resolution depends on a combination
of experimental parameters, including sample thickness, step
size, and beam spot size, but is typically <10 nm (Trimby,
2012) and small enough to observe changes in crystallographic texture in nanocrystalline materials. The angular
resolution is similar to that of conventional EBSD and
dependent on the parameters used for pattern indexing, as
well as the pixel resolution used for pattern binning, and is
typically ~0.5° using standard Hough-transform-based
indexing (Zaefferer, 2011; Trimby et al., 2014). For the
results shown in this manuscript, it was measured to be ~0.3°
after solution reﬁnement techniques were used in
the commercial software.
The technique is conveniently suited to atom probe
specimens for a number of reasons. Optimal sample thickness for TKD in the SEM primarily depends on beam energy
and the material being analyzed, but is typically in the range
of 100 nm, similar to the thickness of the end of an atom
probe tip. It is also common to use a dual beam SEM/focused
ion beam (FIB) for atom probe sample preparation and
many of these instruments have an EBSD detector already
installed, so TKD can often be done without any additional
transporting of the sample. The time it takes to do the
additional TKD experiments depends on the step size, size of
the specimen and pixel resolution used for pattern binning,
but multiple orientation maps of high quality are achievable
within a typical single session on the microscope.
It is important to point out that TKD is currently a 2D
technique, the orientation maps produced are representative
of the bottom ~10–20 nm of the specimen, relative to the
detector, and depending on the material (Babinsky et al.,
2014a). In one respect, this is a great advantage and is what
enables such clear texture to be observed at the nanometer
scale. On the other hand, the information provided does not
fully deﬁne the grain morphology in 3D, nor the complete
crystallographic nature of individual interfaces, such as the
boundary planes. However, when combined with APT, it
becomes possible for very accurate and complete crystallographic analysis of individual grains in 3D.
Several authors have recently reported combining APT
experiments with complementary crystallographic information from other techniques. TKD has been used to facilitate
site-speciﬁc FIB-based sample preparation, of individual
interfaces, in atom probe samples (Babinsky et al., 2014a;
Rice et al., 2016). Recently, nanobeam diffraction in the
transmission electron microscope, was used for complementary crystallographic information on a cold-drawn

pearlite atom probe tip (Herbig et al., 2015). Another study,
involving the in situ determination of the misorienation
angle of a grain boundary using complementary ﬁeld ion
microscopy (FIM), was also reported by (Takahashi et al.,
2014). Here, we extend these studies by directly comparing
misorientation measurements between TKD and state-ofthe-art APT crystallographic measurements on the same
specimen, in order to gain insight into the angular resolution
currently achievable by APT. In addition, crystallographic
measurements made on straight ﬂight path atom probes are
compared to those on reﬂectron ﬁtted instruments.
A reﬂectron, while dramatically improving mass resolution
of the technique, has also been suspected of degrading the
spatial resolution and reconstruction accuracy, due to complications in reconstructing the curved ion trajectories. The
following study will investigate this theory. TKD offers a fast
and convenient way to guide crystallographic measurements
made directly on APT reconstructions.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

To initiate the study, a sample that was easy to prepare, had a
high chance of running successfully in the atom probe, was
likely to have clear crystallographic information from both
APT and TKD, and numerous grains within the ﬁrst several
nanometer of an atom probe tip, was desired. A nanocrystalline Al–0.5Ag alloy, with Si impurities, that was
severely plastically deformed through high pressure torsion
(HPT) satisﬁed these requirements and was chosen for the
experiments on the straight ﬂight-path instrument.
In contrast, technically pure Mo was selected as a more
challenging specimen for comparison purposes and was used
for the reﬂectron-ﬁtted atom probe experiments. A different
specimen preparation method was required (because the
grain size was much larger) and less crystallographic signal
was present in the APT data. It allowed some insight into the
robustness of the study being performed. For additional
information on the technically pure Mo, including composition and processing conditions the reader is directed to
(Babinsky et al., 2014b; Primig et al., 2015).

Nanocrystalline Al–0.5Ag Sample Preparation and
Data Acquisition
The needle-shaped specimen of the nanocrystalline
Al–0.5Ag alloy, with Si impurities, was prepared using the
standard two-stage electropolishing technique with universal
electrolytes (Miller et al., 1996). The grain size was small
enough, so that there was a high chance to capture multiple
grain boundaries within a specimen prepared this way. The
sample was then loaded into a Zeiss® Ultra® Plus SEM
equipped with an Oxford Instruments® Aztec® EBSD system
(version 3.0) and Nordlys® Nano detector for TKD mapping.
Before acquisition, the chamber and sample were plasma
cleaned using an Evactron® plasma cleaner for ~1 min using
room air. The sample was then tilted by 20° to obtain a
horizontal orientation. The step size of the maps was chosen
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to be 10 nm, with a pattern resolution of 168 × 128 pixels
(8 × 8 binned from full resolution). The acquisition speed
was 67 points per second. The accelerating voltage was 30 kV
and the probe current was ~15 nA. TKD maps were taken
over a range of projections (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°) by
manually rotating the sample in the holder and analyzed
using the Oxford Instruments® HKL® software.
The same sample was then loaded into a CAMECA®
LEAP® 4000X Si atom probe, which has a straight ﬂight path
design. Data were collected at 40 K, using voltage pulsing
(20% pulse fraction, 2000 Hz, 0.5% evaporation rate). Data
were reconstructed using the commercially available IVAS®
software. The mass spectrum and corresponding ranging can
be found in the Supplementary Material (Figure S1). A
reconstruction calibration protocol, described by Gault et al.
(2009), was also performed to ensure spatial integrity of the
tomogram, as well accuracy in the subsequent crystallographic measurements. To mitigate changes in the image
compression factor (ICF) and ﬁeld factor (kf), which are
known to occur throughout the experiment (Gault et al.,
2011), crystallographic calibration was performed within an
approximately one million atom slice in z, where crystallography was approximately constant. Any subsequent
crystallographic measurements were taken from this region.
To determine the effect of crystallographic calibration
on the accuracy of the misorientation measurements, a
reconstruction that was not calibrated was also used for
comparison. MATLAB® was then used to further analyze the
crystallographic information in the detector hit maps and
reconstruction from within the epos (extended pos) ﬁle that
can be generated from IVAS®.
Supplementary Materials
Supplementary Materials can be found online. Please visit
journals.cambridge.org/jid_MAM.

Technically Pure Mo Sample Preparation and
Data Acquisition
The technically pure Mo had a much larger grain size, so
samples were prepared using electropolishing, as well as
additional sharpening via a correlative TKD and FIB annular
milling procedure, to ensure a grain boundary was positioned
close to the apex of the specimen (Babinsky et al., 2014a). An
FEI® Versa® 3D DualBeam® (FIB/SEM) workstation equipped with an EDAX® Hikari® XP EBSD system was used for
this part of the study. The TKD mapping conditions were very
similar to those used on the previous sample. An accelerating
voltage of 30 kV and probe current of 11 nA were used. The
diffraction pattern resolution was 160 × 120 pixels with 4 × 4
binning from full resolution, enabling an acquisition speed of
40 frames/s. A 10 nm step size was used. TKD maps for a
series of projections (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°) were again taken.
The EDAX® OIM® Analysis 7 software was then used for the
analysis of the EBSD data ﬁles.

3

The sample was then loaded into a CAMECA® LEAP®
3000X HR atom probe, which has a reﬂectron design.
A specimen temperature of 60 K, target evaporation rate of 1%
and laser pulsing with a green laser (λ = 532 nm), with 0.6 nJ
laser energy at 250 kHz pulse frequency, were used during
experimental acquisition. The conditions used were to help
with specimen success rate, but are not ideal for the observation of crystallographic information. The data collected were
subsequently reconstructed using IVAS® and calibrated similarly. One notable difference being the use of a 40 mm virtual
ﬂight path length, rather than the physical 382 mm. This was
found to be a better representation of the ﬂight displacement
along the z-direction from detector to specimen apex, and
offered improved convergence of calibration metrics. It was
difﬁcult to get enough crystallographic information to determine misorientation between the two grains contained within
the reconstruction from a single approximately one million
atom z-slice, so instead, two different regions, each containing
enough information about one of the grains, were calibrated
instead. The calibration parameters were then averaged across
the whole reconstruction before misorientation measurements
were taken. A non-calibrated reconstruction was also used for
comparison. The resultant epos ﬁle was again used for
subsequent crystallographic analysis using MATLAB®. The
mass spectrum and corresponding ranging can be found in the
Supplementary Material (Figure S2).

RESULTS
The results from TKD and atom probe crystallographic
measurements are presented for each material and atom
probe design. Mapping the grain orientation relative to the
detector and measuring the associated misorientation
between grains is highly automated for the TKD analysis
when using the commercially available EBSD software.
However, making misorientation measurements in atom
probe reconstructions remains a very manual process, which
has only been discussed in limited detail previously, so some
attention is given here to the procedure undertaken.

Straight Flight Path Atom Probe Analyses Versus
TKD Misorientation Measurements
Figure 1a shows the calibrated tomographic reconstruction
(ICF = 1.63, kf = 4, ε = 0.57, L = 90 mm) and associated
crystallographic measurements of the nanocrystalline sample
of the Al–0.5Ag alloy with Si impurities. The Si impurities, as
well as density ﬂuctuations in the reconstruction, highlight the
captured grain boundary. An approximately one million atom
slice has been taken out of the centre of the reconstruction
which, when viewed along the z-projection, clearly shows
zone line and poles (Fig. 1b). By comparing this to a stereographic projection of the crystal structure of Al, the Miller
indices corresponding to each pole can be determined.
A plane orientation extraction algorithm (POE), as
described previously (Araullo-Peters et al., 2015), has been
used to very precisely determine the normal to the sets of
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Figure 1. a: Nanocrystalline Al–0.5Ag atom probe reconstruction. b:Approximately one million atom slice from the region of interest
marked in (a) showing grain boundary and indexed pole information in each grain. c–f: The plane orientation extraction and spatial distribution map results from each indexed pole.

planes detected within these pole regions of the reconstruction (Fig. 1c–1f). The algorithm works by producing a 1D
spatial distribution map (SDM) along a range of different
directions in 3D. A 1D SDM is a histogram of atomic distances along a particular directional component, within a
given region of interest (ROI). A fast Fourier transform
(FFT) is then applied to each SDM and the signal intensity is
plotted over the range of directions, expressed in polar
angles. The highest signal corresponds to the normal to the
sets of detected planes. A clear maximum could be observed
for all families of planes. Finally, the SDMs corresponding to
the maximums in each pole region are provided, the peak-to-

peak distance of which should be close to the actual plane
spacings in the analyzed sample.
This information can then be used to determine the
orientation of each grain relative to the detector and further,
the misorientation between each of the grains. The polar
angles can be converted to Cartesian unit vectors within the
specimen frame using the following sets of equations:
x = - sin θ;
y = sin ϕ cos θ;
z = cos ϕ cos θ:
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It should be noted that the convention used here, and
throughout the manuscript, is that previously deﬁned by
Moody et al., (2009) which differs from the typical spherical
co-ordinates deﬁnition.
The orientation matrix of each grain is deﬁned using the
following equation:
Cc = g  Cs ;
(2)
where Cc and Cs are the crystal frame and specimen frame,
respectively, and g is the orientation matrix. g can be thought
of as the rotation required to get the directions in Cs aligned
with Cc. However, as there are slight errors in the
measured orientation of directions in the Cs frame, due to
inaccuracies in the tomographic reconstruction, Cs must be
calibrated ﬁrst. To do this, a new set of Cs directions were
ﬁtted to those measured within the reconstruction using
two restraints:
(1) The angles between the ﬁtted directions are equal to the
theoretical angles between those crystallographic
directions.
(2) The residual sum of squares (RSS) of the angles (ϕ)
between the measured and ﬁtted directions in the Cs
frame was minimized:
n
X
φ2i ;
(3)
RSS =
i=1

where n is the number of directions identiﬁed within the
atom probe reconstruction and used in the calculation,
typically n = 3 was used for the results in this manuscript.
Such a calculation can be performed using the solver
function in software such as Microsoft Excel® or MATLAB®.
The misorientation, i.e., the transformation necessary to
rotate from one crystal orientation to the next, can then be
calculated as
M12 = g1 g2- 1 :

(4)

To determine the minimum misorientation, or disorientation, between the grains, all orientation variants of one of the
grains must be considered. These variants can be found in texture and crystallographic texts such as Randle & Engler (2000).

For a cubic system, 24 orientation variants exist. The minimum
misorientation angle, i.e., the grain boundary angle, can be calculated from the following equation:




tr ðM12 Þ - 1 
(5)
θ = mincos - 1

2
The misorientation axis is the real eigenvector of M12,
a 3 × 1 column vector x, corresponding to the real eigenvalue λ:
M12 x = λx:

(6)

A worked example for calculating the disorientation
between the grains in the nanocrystalline Al–0.5Ag atom
probe reconstruction shown in Figure 1 is provided in the
Supplementary Material. For more information regarding
the mathematics of texture analysis the reader is referred to
Randle & Engler (2000).
Supplementary Figure S1
Supplementary Figure S1 can be found online. Please visit
journals.cambridge.org/jid_MAM.
To further correlate the TKD and APT results, 3D
orientation mapping of the APT reconstruction was performed using MATLAB®. Due to the strong segregation of
the Si impurities to the interface, ﬁltering, based on a nearest
neighbour (NN) distribution of the Si atoms, could be used
to deﬁne the grain boundary surface. Si–Si 50NN ≤9 nm was
found to work well (Figs. 2a, 2b). Additional ﬁltering, using a
3D point selection tool, enabled removal of any remaining
atoms not belonging to the interface. Atoms on either side of
the boundary were then deﬁned. A boundary hull of each
grain was 3D rendered and colored according to the vertical
crystallographic direction relative to the detector using the
inverse pole ﬁgure (IPF) notation (Fig. 2c).
A comparison of the TKD and APT orientation maps is
shown in Figure 3. TKD maps are shown at four different
projections at ~90° intervals in Figure 3a, the red box on the
ﬁnal map indicates the approximate region of the corresponding APT reconstruction. Grains in the TKD maps were

Figure 2. a: Si–Si 50 NN histogram. b: Si–Si 50 NN ≤9 nm is used to ﬁlter out atoms at interface and deﬁne boundary. c: The interface
and boundary atoms of reconstruction are used to deﬁne hulls of each grain colored according to the vertical crystallographic orientation.
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Figure 3. a: Transmission Kikuchi diffraction maps of the Al–0.5Ag sample at four different projections. b: Three dimensional
(3D) orientation maps of atom probe tomographic reconstruction. c: 1D concentration proﬁle perpendicular to grain boundary (shown
in inset).

colored according to the crystallographic direction in the
vertical direction, i.e., the direction close to the vertical axis
of the tip, so that the coloring would be similar to that
observed in the APT orientation maps. The relative crystal
orientation of each grain is also provided. The corresponding
3D orientation maps of the APT reconstruction are shown in
Figure 3b at four projections, also at ~90° intervals, and a
clear correlation between the crystallographic information
for the two techniques can be obtained. A movie of the APT
orientation map can be found in the Supplementary Material
(movie ﬁle 1). Figure 3c is a 1D concentration proﬁle of the
impurity species along the direction approximately normal
to the grain boundary, which was measured from the APT

reconstruction. It has been included to demonstrate how the
chemical information contained within the APT data can be
compared directly with the crystallographic information for
precise chemical and structural analysis of grain boundaries
in these materials.
A summary of the measurements from each technique is
given in Table 1. From the TKD results, the average
orientation of each grain was calculated using the HKL®
software and the minimum misorientation between the two
grains was measured. From the APT data, three separate
measurements of the same grain boundary are given. The
ﬁrst one is for the calibrated reconstruction. The second
is a measurement using the default or non-calibrated IVAS®

Table 1. Misorientation Measurements of Al–0.5Ag: Transmission Kikuchi Diffraction (TKD) Versus Atom Probe Tomography (APT)
(Straight Flight Path)
Calibration Parameters

Poles g1

Poles g2

ICF

kf

L (mm)

ε

1

2

3

1

2

3

Angle (°)

Axis [h k l]

TKD
APT 1

–
1.63

–
4

–
90

–
0.57

3.3

90

0.50

4

90

0.57

–
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
1
3

–
2
2
0a
2
2
0a
4
2
2a

[0.028 0.277 0.960]

1.63

–
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
5

39.3

APT 3

–
2
0
2
2
0
2
2
5
1a

[0.003 0.197 0.980]
[0.054 0.168 0.984]

1.65

–
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
1
3

41.4
39.9

APT 2

–
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1

41.5

[0.035 0.228 0.973]

ICF, image compression factor.
Three different APT measurements of the same grain boundary are provided varying reconstruction parameters and pole selection.
a
Direction calculated from cross-product of the other two.
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reconstruction parameters and same pole selection.
The third measurement is for the calibrated reconstruction
using a different selection of poles. The average minimum
misorientation angle/axis pair calculated from the calibrated
reconstruction with different pole selections, is 40.7°/[0.045
0.198 0.979]. The misorientation angle and axis deviate 0.7°
and 2.6°, respectively, from the TKD results.

7

reconstruction with a different selection of poles. The average minimum misorientation angle, calculated from the
measurements taken on the calibrated reconstruction with
different pole selections, is 33.4°/[0.099 0.640 0.761]. The
misorientation angle and axis deviate 1.4° and 5.7°, respectively, from the TKD result.

DISCUSSION
Reﬂectron Fitted Atom Probe Analyses Versus TKD
Misorientation Measurements

Angular Resolution

A similar crystallographic analysis procedure was then
undertaken for the technically pure Mo specimen. Figure 4a
shows the calibrated atom probe reconstruction collected for
the sample (ICF = 1.28, kf = 2.56, ε = 0.37, L = 40 mm).
Strong segregation of the N and P impurity species can be seen
at the grain boundary running down the centre of the reconstruction. Once again, pole and zone line structure could be
observed throughout the reconstruction, although this was
weaker than in the previous example (Figs. 4b, 4f). Density
maps from approximately one million atom slices of two
regions within the reconstruction have been used. It was still
possible to index individual poles and clear periodicity of lattice planes was observed within these regions as indicated by
the POE and SDMs (Figs. 4c–4e, 4g–4i). Using this information, the orientation of each grain, as well as the misorientation between them, could be calculated using the method
described in the previous section. These measurements could
then be compared directly to those from the TKD maps taken
of the tip before the atom probe experiment.
Figure 5 shows a comparison between the TKD and APT
analyses of the same grain boundary region. Once again, the
grains have been colored according to the crystallographic
direction in the vertical direction, as measured from both
techniques. Figure 5a shows four TKD maps of the specimen
at projections spaced ~90° apart, the relative measured
orientation of each grain is also provided. Figure 5b shows the
corresponding 3D orientation maps of the APT reconstruction, also at four projections spaced ~90° apart. A movie of the
3D orientation map of the reconstruction can be found in the
Supplementary Material (movie ﬁle 2). The coloring from
each technique is very similar, indicating close agreement in
the crystallographic measurements and facilitates easy comparison between the two results. A 1D concentration proﬁle of
the impurity elements along the direction normal to the grain
boundary is also provided, which again highlights the ability
to combine very precise atomic chemical and crystallographic
information of individual grain boundaries with this analysis
approach.
A summary of the minimum misorientation measurements is given in Table 2. As done earlier, the average
orientation of each grain was calculated and a minimum
misorientation was measured using these values. Three
separate measurements of the same boundary in the atom
probe data were conducted from the calibrated reconstruction, non-calibrated reconstruction, and the calibrated

From the presented results, it was possible to gain insight into
the angular resolution of orientation and misorientation measurements made directly from APT reconstructions through
the use of complementary TKD results on the same tip specimen. Such information is useful, because APT crystallographic
studies are starting to become popular as a means of combining
atomic scale chemical and crystallographic measurements
across individual grain boundaries, yet there has been limited
investigation into the accuracy of such measurements. It is
important to point out that the angular resolution of TKD,
while signiﬁcantly high, still has a margin of error. A quick way
to estimate this error is to perform a transect across a deformation free grain and view the pixel to pixel misorientation
data. For the data presented, this was found to be on average
approximately ±0.3°. When measuring the misorientation
between two separate grains, the margin of error is double this
value or ±0.6°. Higher angular resolutions would be possible
with higher diffraction pattern resolutions but this would
increase the time required to generate the TKD maps.
An accurate estimate of the true angular resolution using
APT is difﬁcult due to the time each individual measurement
takes, the inﬂuence of so many variables, including the
reconstruction calibration, and the protocols used to make
the measurement itself and falls outside the scope of this
manuscript. However, to gain some insight into the effect of
reconstruction calibration and pole selection, three separate
measurements were taken changing these parameters on each
sample. It was presumed that the carefully calibrated reconstructions would result in signiﬁcantly more accurate misorientation measurements, but based on the measurements in
Tables 1 and 2, this could not be substantiated and is perhaps
an indication of the robustness in making misorientation
measurements from APT reconstructions. Nevertheless,
some variance in the results, depending on parameter selection, was observed. For the calibrated atom probe reconstructions, the maximum deviation of misorientation angle is
2°. However, when the measurements using different pole
selection are averaged, this falls to 1.4° and suggests that the
accuracy can be improved by averaging multiple measurements using a different selection of poles. The deviation in the
misorientation axis is larger, i.e., on average ~4°. This was to
be expected as the nature of the misorientation axis calculation is even more sensitive to variation in the orientation
of each grain. The same compounding error is also seen in
calculations from EBSD and TKD data. It is also worth
pointing out that this is particularly the case when low angle
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Figure 4. a: Technically pure Mo atom probe reconstruction. b,f: Density maps of top and bottom grains, respectively, with indexed pole
structure. c–e, g–i: Plane orientation extractions and spatial distribution maps of indexed families of planes.
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Figure 5. a: Transmission Kikuchi diffraction maps of technically pure Mo sample at different projections. b: Three dimensional
orientation maps of atom probe tomographic reconstruction. c: 1D concentration proﬁle in direction perpendicular to grain boundary
(shown in inset).

grain boundaries are being studied (Prior, 1999), but in the
presented study only high angle grain boundaries were
considered. These errors must be a signiﬁcant consideration
when observing changes in segregation behavior with
misorientation across interfaces, because even small deviations from special crystallographic arrangements at grain
boundaries can have a strong effect on segregation behavior
(Rohrer, 2011; Herbig et al., 2014).
The type of APT instrument (straight ﬂight path versus
reﬂectron) appears to have some impact on angular resolution of misorientation measurements. It was assumed that

measurements from a reﬂectron ﬁtted instrument would be
worse, due to distortions in the reconstruction caused by the
curved ﬂight path of the ions, and indeed, even after careful
calibration and incorporating the 40 mm ﬂight path,
approximately twice the level of deviation in the misorientation angle/axis pair was observed. Interestingly, the
best result came from the non-calibrated reconstruction.
More measurements would be needed to further conﬁrm this
observation and perhaps the calibration methods used for
these reconstructions needs further development. Even so,
misorientation measurements were still possible to within an

Table 2. Crystallographic Measurements of Technically Pure Mo: Transmission Kikuchi Diffraction (TKD) Versus Atom Probe
Tomography (APT) (Reﬂectron).
Calibration Parameters

Poles g1

Poles g2

ICF

kf

L (mm)

ε

1

2

3

1

2

3

Angle (°)

Axis [h k l]

TKD
APT 1

–
1.28

–
2.56

–
40

–
0.37

3.3

382

0.37

2.56

40

0.37

–
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2

–
1
1
1a
1
1
1a
1
1
1a

[0.186 0.679 0.710]

1.28

–
2
1
3
2
1
3
1
2
3

32.7

APT 3

–
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1a

[0.196 0.640 0.743]
[0.148 0.627 0.765]

1.65

–
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
2

32.0
34.0

APT 2

–
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
1

32.8

[0.050 0.652 0.757]

ICF, image compression factor.
Three different APT measurements of the same grain boundary are provided varying reconstruction parameters and pole selection.
a
Direction calculated from cross-product of the other two.
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accuracy of several degrees and there is signiﬁcant scope for
improvement. It is also worth noting that pole and zone line
structure is often less clear on reﬂectron instruments, even
though lattice planes may still be conserved within the
resultant reconstructions. Crystallographic signal intensity
mapping approaches (Araullo-Peters et al., 2015) would be
useful to enhance this information, particularly in situations
where zone and pole line signal is too poor to index.
The reason for the discrepancy is likely to be caused
predominantly from inaccuracies in the reconstruction calibration and measurement itself. A likely source of error is
caused from the imperfectly reconstructed atom probe data
and the requirement to ﬁt the Cs frame to this structure. It is
worth noting that the image compression factor (ICF) and kf,
which are used in the typical reconstruction protocol, change
throughout the atom probe experiment (Gault et al., 2011)
and may have added to measurement error. Some effort was
made to mitigate this effect. For the nanocrystalline
Al–0.5Ag dataset, it was possible to measure the orientation of
each grain from a single calibrated slice within the reconstruction, thereby avoiding any change in crystallography in
depth. For the technically pure Mo, it was difﬁcult to obtain
sufﬁcient crystallographic information of each grain within a
single slice in depth. Consequently, an average ICF and kf
from two slices, that contained sufﬁcient crystallographic
information about each grain, was calculated and applied to
the entire reconstruction. The orientation of each grain was
then measured at each slice. A dynamic reconstruction
approach as proposed by (Gault et al., 2011), would have
enabled the observed crystal structure in each grain to remain
approximately constant in depth and hence would have
probably improved the accuracy of the measurement further.
However, this reconstruction calibration protocol takes much
longer to implement for a small gain in accuracy.
Perhaps a more accurate approach for future work
would be to measure the orientation directly from the pole
and zone lines observed in the detector hit map, thereby
alleviating any need to interrogate the tomographic reconstruction directly. Such an approach should achieve similar
accuracy to that reported by Takahashi et al. (2014) (± 0.4°),
with the added beneﬁt that the APT experiments could
continue without the time consuming process of a FIM
experiment, which would require large changes to the
vacuum within the analysis chamber. Further improvements
could also be possible with improved reconstruction methods and measurement protocols, such as improved indexing
and interpretation of spacing between observed zone line
and pole patterns, as well as averaging multiple measurements based on a different selection of poles.

Correlating the TKD and APT Orientation Maps
Figure 2 outlines the process used to ﬁlter out the boundary
using a NN analysis, which worked well due to the strong
segregation of impurity species in both examples. In cases
where this type of segregation is not observed, density ﬂuctuations within the reconstruction could be used instead to

highlight the boundaries using techniques such as the interface detection method proposed by (Liddicoat et al., 2010).
Figures 3 and 5 are useful for directly comparing the
crystallographic information each technique provides. In
both samples, the calculated color of the grains, based on the
IPF, was very similar between the two techniques, indicating
that crystallographic alignment was very close in the vertical
direction. The 3D orientation maps from the atom probe
reconstructions highlight the unique ability of APT to give
additional information about grain morphology and completely describe the boundary to 5 degrees of freedom,
including the boundary plane orientation if desired. It should
be noted that the 3D APT orientation maps only show the
global orientation average of each grain, whereas the TKD
orientation maps can show local changes in crystallography
within the grains themselves due to strain or dislocations.
However, all misorientation measurements in the presented
study were based on average grain orientation. Although
local changes in crystallography can be observed in APT, this
is generally only in the pole and zone line regions and it
is difﬁcult to determine whether this change is due to
inaccuracies in the reconstruction or true changes in local
crystallography.
Alignment between the TKD and APT results is an
important consideration. It is interesting to note that the
longer TKD maps in Figure 3 demonstrate clearly that,
depending on orientation, the grain structure can appear
quite different as only 2D crystallographic information in the
bottom 10–20 nm of the sample, relative to the detector, is
being displayed. This potentially adds a level of complexity to
working out corresponding grains between the two techniques, and may even render some grains invisible to TKD if
they are buried within the centre of the atom probe tip.
However, this was not an issue for the examples shown as
only a single boundary was captured in each APT reconstruction. Due to the angular ﬁeld-of-view of APT being
limited to ~30–40° because of the electrode and detector
conﬁguration, ions on the periphery of most tips are not
detected and so what is reconstructed is a conical subvolume of the original specimen. It is therefore difﬁcult to
precisely align the location of the APT reconstruction to the
TKD map without multiple boundaries being captured in
each. In cases where sufﬁcient crystallographic information
is present within the atom probe reconstructions to determine grain orientation, this information can be used to help
match up individual grains, otherwise density ﬂuctuations
and atomic segregation to the interfaces can be a useful
means for grain alignment. TKD could also potentially guide
reconstructions of these materials, if changes in grain morphology and boundary orientation are identiﬁed, however,
this process would currently be challenging.

Efﬁciency and Future Outlooks
Although APT crystallography is important for reasons
outlined previously, it is also time consuming, particularly
for the non-expert with limited programming experience. In
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cases where only a misorientation value across a grain
boundary is required, TKD may currently be the ideal choice
to get these measurements as it is convenient, rapid, and
currently more accurate. However, APT crystallography will
continue to be important for reconstruction calibration and
full crystallographic quantiﬁcation of nanocrystalline grains,
including the boundary plane orientations. What is required
is development very similar to that observed with EBSD
technology, whereby the process becomes much more
automated. With improvements to the reconstruction
algorithm, signal detection algorithms and modiﬁcation of
software to automatically index patterns, perhaps through
utilization of the Hough transform, this could one day be a
reality. TKD can be a very useful metric to guide this process.

CONCLUSION
The highly accurate crystallographic measurements that
TKD provides can be useful for atom probe specimen
preparation procedures as well as complementing the chemical, structural, and morphological information that APT
provides in 3D at the atomic level. Atom probe crystallographic studies, whereby lattice information is directly
observed from within the atom probe data, are particularly
useful for reconstruction calibration and enabling chemicotextural orientation mapping in 3D at resolutions otherwise
unavailable.
Here we have used TKD to independently verify atom
probe crystallographic measurements for the very ﬁrst time.
Two grain boundaries, one in a nanocrystalline Al–0.5Ag
alloy and the other in technically pure Mo, have been studied
using complementary TKD and APT. We found that for the
two grain boundaries, measurements of the minimum misorientation angle from the calibrated atom probe reconstructions was at most only 2.0° different from the TKD
measurements. The minimum misorientation angle, calculated from calibrated atom probe reconstructions with two
different pole combinations, deviate 0.7° and 1.4°, respectively, from the TKD results. Also interesting to note was that
the measurements from the straight ﬂight path instrument
had approximately half the deviation of the reﬂection
instrument (2.4° and 5.7° on average, respectively). The
accuracy of the APT measurement appears to be dependent
on inaccuracies in the reconstruction, as well as calculation
errors from the misorientation measurement itself.
The results have signiﬁcant implications to the structural analysis of individual grain boundaries at the atomic
level, which plays a critical role in the understanding of
structure-property relationships in polycrystalline materials.
Regardless of the atom probe instrument used and the
material being analyzed, it appears that crystallographic
measurements to within several degrees of accuracy are
currently possible, so long as enough crystallographic information can be detected, and efforts are being made to
improve crystallographic signal detection for non-ideal
specimens (Araullo-Peters et al., 2015; Yao, 2016).
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With improved reconstruction and measurement protocols,
this accuracy could also be improved in the future. TKD will
not entirely supersede APT for crystallographic measurements, since APT crystallography will, for example, always
be useful for reconstruction calibration and measuring the
3D crystallographic orientation of grain boundary planes.
But it will be invaluable as a tool to guide these measurements, as well as providing a convenient, accurate, and more
rapid means of directly correlative grain texture information
of atom probe specimens.
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